Open-Ended Comments

1. What were this teaching assistant’s main strengths?
   - He was very prompt and helpful when I asked doubts.
   - His knowledge, he was helpful and friendly
   - Knows the subject
   - Was punctual in answering emails. Always willing and able to help. Good collaboration with the instructor
   - Very strong in subject
   - Good chap
   - He is very kind of use discussion board and email reply on the website to help solving project and homework’s
   - Willing to help and very thorough in explanations. Prompt response to questions via email
   - Immediate response. Clearly explained everything. Kindness
   - Very clear and concise about the subject matter
   - TA is often available in EEB-B16, a big plus.
   - Keep good time. Respond to email
   - He was always helpful. He used to leave his work to help us. Many times used to sit with us to debug our code. Punctuality while correcting things.

2. How might this teaching assistant improve his or her teaching effectiveness?
   - Work on his communication skills
   - Needs to move enthusiastic and interactive
   - Grader: grade more fairly (This NOT applicable to TA)
   - Grade fairly
   - He was the best

3. Additional comments?
   - Good
   - Evaluation form should have the N/A options